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　　This  is a remarkable book, and we can be thankful  to  its editor and authors. Georges 
Focus was a French painter from the 17th century, a member of the French Royal Academy 
of Painting  and Sculpture, who  left  a  unique  series  of  drawings  after  his  life  took  an 
unexpected turn. Mental troubles put an end to his artistic career and to social life, but they 
did not stop him from drawing. For reasons that scholars can only speculate on, his drawings 
were saved, despite  their strange,  sometimes risqué  images. Some of  them have reached 





themes and artistic  treatment,  and because  they associate elaborate  texts with  images. 
Almost every drawing sheet contains a phylactery with a poem written by Focus. While 
these poems  follow metrical rules,  it  is nearly  impossible  to make general sense of  them, 
though  individual sentences or phrases can be understood  in  isolation.  It was probably an 
























　　The second part of  the catalogue  (Cat. 1-135) consists  in all other known drawings of 
Focus. As far as I can  judge without having seen the originals,  the quality of reproduction 
is very high, and  the wide  format of  illustration  in  the book under review allows us  to 
admire and explore  the drawings  in detail:  a plain A4 page  is  frequently devoted  to one 
drawing, which makes  for a roughly 2/3 reproduction of  the original. Additionally, close-
ups of  interesting parts of  the drawings are offered  in no small number. The book  is a 
feast  for  the eyes.  It  is worth here noting that  the drawings belonging to  the University 
of Edinburgh are  all  available  on  line  at https://images.is.ed.ac.uk/luna/servlet/detail/
UoEgal~5~5~83192~106994:Recueil-de-Desseins-Ridicules-par-l?qvq=q:foque&mi=0&trs=109# 
with a very high quality  of  image  that  allows  for magnifying details. Each drawing  is 
accompanied, as I wrote above, by an edition of the text of the poem it contains, but also by 
a rich individual commentary explaining the text of Focus’s poem and the different elements 




















for which he  is now  famous. Coste  follows  this historical presentation by a “rétrolectif” 
diagnosis, an attempt  to establish a diagnosis similar  to  the one  the doctors who  treated 
Focus might have done, using the medical concepts and vocabulary known to them: “mania” 










　　I would  like  to  add  to  the  textual  links between Focus  and  the works  of Tristan 















impression  that more could be done,  that a  full micro-history could be written exploiting 
Focus’s work, and that  it should be possible  to go beyond Focus’ mental  trials  to write a 

















life, heard rumors about their  tastes and distastes, about their  friendships and relations.  It 
is, among other avenues,  through people  like Focus  that high culture could circulate and 
reach people outside of Versailles,  that news and artistic or cultural  trends travelled. The 
mental difficulties Focus suffered allowed him  in some measure  to break  free  from social 
conventions and self-imposed limits, and his status as intermediary would make him a very 
good source of micro-history for exploration of the social history, arts and literature of 17th 
century France.
  （Alexis D’Hautcourt　英語国際学部准教授）
